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Accessible itineraries in Veneto and Styria

Enjoy culinary delights
Follow the Path of Saint James

Prepare your visit with the ATTIMO intermodal journey planner!
Vicenza - Italy

A route full of churches, monasteries and hermitages surrounded by a beautiful landscape of natural foothills. Come to the old pilgrimage routes from the beautiful historic centre of Vicenza and open your senses to the striking landscape of open countryside and vineyards, enhanced by Palladian architecture.

Styria - Austria

A long and rich tradition of pilgrimage is waiting for you! The itinerary starts from Graz following traces of ancient settlements in Styria between temples and shrines. It will take you through picturesque hills, along the green border with Slovenia to the most famous vineyards of southern Styria.
Culinary delights

Vicenza - Italy

This route, dedicated to the tastes of Berici, represents the high quality of typical local products that bring every season to life. Traditional wineries and farmhouses nesting in this wonderful hilly landscape have perfected unique flavours for your enjoyment.

Styria - Austria

If you can’t be satisfied to know local food and wine, this itinerary is perfect! The immense production of fruits and culinary specialties will be the backdrop to a journey full of active, sporting and cultural experiences to learn Styrian traditions.
Do you want to know the details of the route you prefer? The Journey Planner will give you distances, travel times and other travel information to suit the way you wish to experience the ATTIMO itineraries: on foot, by bike, by car or by public transport.

ATTIMO has specially selected different Points of Interest – POIs – along the culinary routes and the Way of St. James, where hosts are ready to cater for visitors who may have some specific access requirements. Each POI has made an “Access Statement”, which you can consult directly online, with guidance about designated parking areas, public toilets, the slopes or steps you may encounter, provision of menus for people who may have food intolerance and so on. So if you are a slow walker or if you are bringing small children along or you need a little more care and attention to make your trip complete, you will find a warm welcome awaits you at the ATTIMO attractions, restaurants, wineries and overnight accommodation.


Visit: www.attimo-tourism.eu
@Attimotravellers

Contacts:
Austrian contact point
koenig@bim.at

Italian contact point
turismoaccessibile@primavera85.it
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